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1. INTR~OUCT~~N 
The welt known Lyapunov inequality (4 ] states that if a solution y(t) f 0 
of 
v”(t) + cl(t) YW = 0, fE(--oo,=)), (1.1) 
has two zeros a < b. then 
I ,” IqWl > 4/V - a). (1.2) 
This is later strengthened with [q(t)1 replaced by q+(t), where 
q+(t) = max (q(t), 0). The inequality is the best possible in the sense that if 
the constant 4 in (1.2) is replaced by any larger constant, there exists an 
example of (1.1) for which (1,2) no longer holds. This result has found many 
applications in areas like eigenvalue problems, stability, etc. A number of 
proofs are known and generalizations or improvements have also been given; 
see e.g. [ 1, 2,6]. Below, by “a solution” we always mean “a nontrivial one.” 
In this paper stronger results are established by exploiting two different 
ideas. The first is elementary. The second makes use of a comparison 
theorem which is itself an improvement over a theorem of Taam’s [5]. The 
required comparison theorem is proved in Section 3 using the theory of 
integral inequality. 
The classical result of Lyapunov is usually formulated in connection with 
disconjugacy. Hence a violation of inequality (1.2) implies that (1.1) is 
disconjugate in [a, b]. We prefer however, a setting involving disfocality. In 
this setting the result can be stated in a stronger form from which the 
classical one follows immediately. This idea is definitely not new, but it has 
not been emphasized in the literature. 
We say that Eq. (1.1) is right (left) disfocal in [a, b] if the solutions of 
(1.1) such that y’(a)(y’(b)) = 0 have no zeros in [a, b]. Equation (1.1) is 
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disconjugate in an interval [a, b] if and only if there exists a point c E [a, b] 
such that (1.1) is right disfocal in [c, b] and left disfocal in [a, c]. 
Thus Lyapunov’s result follows from the following stronger esult. If (1.1) 
is not disfocal in an interval [a, c] then 
s ’ q+(f) dr > l/(c - a). (I (1.3) 
Inequality (1.3) is known, see [6]. It also follows from Lemma 1 below. 
2. A NECESSARY INEQUALITY FOR DISFOCALITY 
LEMMA 1. Zf (1.1) has a solution such that y’(O) = y(c) = 0, 0 < c, then 
fQ+(t)dt=f(c-t)q+(r)df> 1, 
0 0 
(2.1) 
where Q+ (t) = j$ q+(s) ds. 
Proof: That the two integrals in (2.1) are equal is an elementary fact of 
double integration. 
Let us make two reductions. We may first assume that y has no zeros in 
[0, c). Suppose that the theorem has been proved for this case. In the case 
that y has zeros in [0, c), let E be the smallest zero. Then we have 
gQ+(f)dr > 1 f rom which (2.1) follows. Next we may assume that q > 0, so 
that q+ = q. In the contrary case, we consider the equation 
z”(t) + q+(t) z(t) = 0 (2.2) 
and one of its solutions z such that z’(0) = 0. It follows from a form of the 
Sturm comparison theorem (notice that the potential q+ of the new equation 
(2.2) dominates that of (1.1)) that z has a zero F in (0, c). The result for 
positive potentials then gives, for Eq. (2.2) ]f Q+(t) dt > 1 from which (2.1) 
follows. 
We henceforth assume q > 0 and y is positive in [0, c). Integrating (1.1) 
once on [0, t ] gives 
-v’(t) = ,f q(s) Y(S) ds < ~(0) Q + (0 
0 
(2.3) 
Integrating (2.3) over [0, c] immediately ields (2.1). 
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Remarks 1. A violation of (2.1) implies right disfocality in ]O, c). 
2. The result has been formulated over (0, c] merely for the 
convenience of stating inequality (2.1). A simple translation enables us to 
apply the result to any interval. A reflection also enables us to treat left 
disfocality. 
3. Inequality (2.1) obviously implies the weaker inequality 
Q+(l)=.l”$q+(s)ds > 1/ c, which, as pointed out in the remark at the end of 
Section 1, implies the classical Lyapunov result. 
4. Since a fairly crude upper bound for v(s), namely, y(s) < y(O), was 
used in deriving inequality (2.3), there is still room for further improvements. 
It amounts to a search for better upper bounds for y(s). One attempt has 
been made. Since the final result is a bit too complicated to state, we would 
just outline the idea here. From the assumption that q > 0, we see that y is 
concave in [0, CJ and hence y(t) > y(c)(c - t)/c from which we obtain 
y” < - y(c)(c - t) q(t)/c. Integrating this over [0, t] gives an upper bound for 
y’(t). Integrating over [0, t] once more gives an upper bound for y(t). 
5. Theorem 1 can be interpreted in the following manner. Let y be the 
solution as described in the hypotheses. And suppose y’(c) is negative, 
meaning that the tangent line at 0 points upward in the direction of 
decreasing t. As we move along the curve in the direction of decreasing t, the 
tangent line will bend downward if q is positive or upward if q is negative. In 
order that the tangent line at t = 0 be horizontal, so that the overall motion 
of the tangent line, from t = c to t = 0, is downward, q must be sufftciently 
positive. The appearance of the weight (c - t) in the second integral in 
(2.1) indicates that the part of q+ near 0 counts more than that further away 
from 0. 
6. If a disconjugacy criterion is desired, the following corollaries of 
Lemma 1 can be used. An analysis will reveal that these are further 
extensions of Hartman’s improvement of Lyapunov’s original result [ 11. 
COROLLARY 1. If for all t E [a, b], the following inequality holds: 
I 
t (s--Ll)q+(s)ds 
+ 
!” 
(b-s)q+(s)ds < 1 1 - - 
a t-a t b-t t-a’b-t 
then (1.1) is disconjugate in (a, b). 
COROLLARY 2. If for some point c E [a, b] 
1 
‘(t-a)q+(t)dt< 1 and (b - t> q+(t) dt < 1, 
a 
then (1.1) is disconjugate in [a, b]. 
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3. A COMPARISON THEOREM 
The next lemma is a simple corollary of the general theory of integral 
inequalities. It can also be established directly without much difficulty. 
LEMMA 2. Let Q and P be continuous function defined on [0, c] such 
that Q(t) < P(r) for all t E [0, c]. Suppose furthermore that 
/Q(t) + \‘[Q+<s)l’ds (<P(t)+ f [P+@)lzds 
‘0 ‘0 
for all t E [0, c]. 
(3.1) 
Let r and R be solutions defined on subintervals [0, c,) and [0, c2) of [0, c] 
respectively of the two integral equations 
r(t) = Q(f) + f r*(s) ds 
0 
(3.2) 
and 
R(t) = P(t) + jr R *(s) ds. 
0 
Then Ir(t)l < R(t) for all t in the common domain [0, c,) n (0, c2). 
(3.3) 
Outline of proof. We first show that -R(t) < r(t) < R(t) for all 
t E [0, cl)n [0, cJ if we have a strict inequality Q(t) < P(t) in the 
hypotheses. A continuity argument then completes the proof. 
From (3.2) we have r(t) > Q+(t). When this inequality is substituted into 
(3.2), we have 
Similarly 
R(t) 2 P(t) + j’ [P+(s)]‘ds. 
0 
We thus have, due to (3.1), -R(t) < r(t), proving one half of the required 
inequality. Suppose that the other half is false. There must be a smallest t, 
say I> 0, such that r(l) = R(f) but r(t) < R(t) if t < i We have r*(t) < R*(t) 
if t .< i It follows that ii r*(s) ds < (5 R*(s) ds. Considering (3.2) and (3.3) 
when t = ? yields r(f) < R(f), a contradiction. 
The same reasoning proves the following variation of Lemma 2. 
409/83/2-IO 
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LEMMA 3. If we know ahead of time that r(t) > 0, then the conclusion of 
Lemma 2 will still hold even in the absence of (3.1). 
THEOREM 1. Let y be a solution of (1.1) such that y’(0) = 0, y(c) = 0 
with c > 0. Let z be a solution of 
z”(t) +p(t) z(t) = 0 
such that z’(O) = 0. If furthermore the functions 
(3.4) 
Q(t) = ,f 46) ds and 
0 
P(t) = ,f ’ p(s) ds 
0 
satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Then z has a zero in [0, c]. 
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that y has no other 
zeros in [0, c). Let r(t) = -y’(t)/y(t) and R(t) = -z’(t)/z(t). It is well known 
that r and R are solutions of the Riccati integral equations (3.2) and (3.3). 
The fact that y(c) = 0 implies that r(t)--+ 03 as t -+ c. It follows from 
Lemma 2 that R(t) -P 03 (since R(t) > ]r(t)]) as t approaches some point in 
[0, c]. This point is a zero of z. 
This result is a refinement of a comparison theorem due to Taam 151. See 
also Levin [3]. 
COROLLARY 3. If instead of (3.1), the following inequality is satisfied 
-P(t) < Q(t) + f lQ+(s>l* ds (3.5) 
.o 
then the conclusion of Theorem 1 still holds. 
Proof Inequality (3.1) is composed of the following two inequalities 
Q(t) + if [Q+<s)l’ ds <P(t) + j-i P+(s)]* ds ‘0 
and 
-P(t) - if [P+@)l* ds ,< Q(t) + 1’ k?+<s)l’ds. ‘0 ‘0 
The former is an obvious consequence of Q(t) <P(t) while the latter follows 
from (3.5). 
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4. MAIN RESULTS 
Let Q(t) = s: q(s) ds, t E [0, c], and 
Define 
S(t) = min 
TE10.11 
IQ(T) + fr [Q+(s)l'd~[. 
.o 
Q,(t) = Q(t) if S(t) > 0, 
or if S(t) > Q(t), 
or if S(t) < 0 and Q(t) 2 -s(t), 
= +[Q(t> - s(t)1 if S(t) < 0 and S(t) < Q(t) < -s(t), 
(4-l) 
(4.2) 
and 
A = max(Q,(t): t E [0, cl}. (4.3) 
LEMMA 4. If (1.1) has a sdution such that y’(0) = y(c) = 0,O < c, then 
A > l/c. 
Proqf. We prove for the time being a weaker form of the lemma with the 
conclusion A > l/c. The stronger form is included in Theorem 2. We define 
the function 
J’(t) = Q(t) if S(t) > -A, 
= Q(t) - s(t) if S(t) < -A. 
(4.4) 
In other words P(t) = Q(t) + [-S(t) -A]+. Since -S(t) is a continuous 
monotonic increasing function, so is [4(t) -A]+. Hence P(t) is the 
integral of p(t) = q(t) + q,(t), where q,(t) > 0 is the derivative of 
[-W-Al+. Thus p(t) > q(t). By the classical Sturm Comparison 
Theorem the solution z of 
z”(t) +p(t) z(t) = 0 (4.5 > 
such that z’(0) = 0 must have a zero in [0, c]. Let c be the smallest one. 
Let T(t) = P(t) + J’, [P+(s)]’ ds. S ince P(t) = Q(t) + [--s(t) -A] + 2 Q(t), 
W) > P(t) + 1’ [Q+W' ds 
0 
= Q(t) + 1’ [Q+W12 ds+ [-W -Al, 
0 
as(t)+ [-S(t)-A], 2-A. (4.6) 
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We claim that P(t) ,< A. Let P(t) attain its maximum at a point f. Suppose 
that at < [-s(t) -A] + = 0, so that P(f) = Q(i). It is not difficult to see from 
(4.2) that Q(t) < Q,(t) <A. Thus P(f) ,<A. Suppose [-S(F) -A]+ > 0. Then 
-S(f) > A and P(F) = Q(F) - S(f) - A < 2Ql(?) -A <A. 
Let us now show that AI?> 1, from which follows the weaker form of the 
lemma. To this end we compare, using Lemma 2, the Riccati integral 
equation associated with (4..5), namely (3.3), with the following equation 
R(t) = A + f F*(s) ds. 
‘0 
(4.7) 
With P(t) and A instead of Q and P, the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are 
satisfied. Thus R(t) < R(t) in the common domain of definition. 
Suppose AI? < 1. The solution of (4.7) is 
x((t) = A/( 1 - At), (4.8) 
which is defined in [0, C]. In particular E(P) < co. Since IR(t)l Q 1((t), R(f) 
can be continued to be defined throughout [0, C], thus contradicting the fact 
that z has zero at C. 
Before going on any further, let us interpret the hypotheses of Lemma 4 
geometrically and compare the result to the classical one. 
The classical theorem takes into account only the positive part of q and 
ignores the negative part, see (1.3) which states that Qt (1) = j: q+(t) dt > 1. 
Roughly speaking, Lemma 4 asserts that if Q(t) = sh q(f) df is not “too 
negative” then Q+(l) can be replaced by Q(1) in the inequality. This is an 
improvement because obviously Q( 1) < Q’(l). How much is “too negative” 
is determined by S(t) defined in (4.1). As a preliminary checking, we 
consider Q(f) not “too negative” if either s(t) > 0 or 5’(t) > Q(f) or if 
s(t) < 0 and Q(t) > - s(t). In case there exist some parts for which Q(f) is 
“too negative,” the remedy is to raise these parts of the graph of Q by an 
amount equal to half the difference between Q(f) and - s(t). The number A 
in (4.3) is the maximum height of a point on the modified graph, namely that 
of Q,. The number A now serves as the refined limit of admissible negativity 
of Q, namely Q is “too negative” if s(t) < -A. The function P defined in the 
proof of the lemma corresponds to a raising of those parts of the graph of Q 
that is “too negative” in the refined sense. From the construction of P we 
have A = max {P(z): I E [0, cl}. Also we have P(r) ,< Qt (t). Thus the 
inequality A > l/c is truly an improvement of (1.3). 
As an example, consider q(t) = (x cos /It, for some a, /I > 0. When a is 
sufficiently large, say a > 4, 
I‘ 
I 
q+(t)dt > 1, for all j3. 
0 
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No conclusion can be drawn from the classical result. A little bit of analysis 
shows however that if p is large enough (depending on a), we have 
Q,(t) = Q(t) since Q(t) = (a/P> sin Pt. Thus A < a//I. From Lemma 3, the 
equation is disfocal in [0, 11, for large /I. 
COROLLARY 4. Assume the same hypotheses of Lemma 3. If 
min selo,rl IQ(s)1 > -Q(t), let Q2W = Q(t). If min,,,o,fl {Q(s)1 < -Q(t), let 
Q&> = ilQ(4 - mins,~o,fl {QWI. 
Then 
max {Q2(t>l  l/c. la[o.cl (4.9) 
As a consequence, if mb~~,,~ {Q(t)1 > --max,,Io,cl {Q(t)1 or if 
mincElo.Cl {Q(t)} > -l/c (in particular if Q is positive in [0, c]) we have 
we have 
min IQ@>1 < ,y: {Q(t)}, IE IO,Cl 
,;;x,, t QW t - min {Q(t)} > 2/c. 
fClO,Cl 
(4.10) 
Inequality (4.9) is still stronger than (1.3) but (4.10) may not imply (1.3) 
in some cases. However (4.10) has the advantage of being much easier to 
apply in many interesting examples. 
Lemmas 1 and 4 are different extensions of the classical result. The two 
different approaches can be combined to give better results, but unfor- 
tunately, we have not succeeded in obtaining one that extends both lemmas. 
Define 
where P is as in (4.4). By definition, Q*(t) is non-decreasing and hence is the 
derivative of a positive function q*. 
THEOREM 2. Zf (1.1) has a solution such that y’(0) = y(c) = 0,O < c, 
then 
s 
’ Q*(t) dt > 1. 
0 
(4.11) 
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Proof: By comparing Eq. (1.1) with 
z”(f) + q*(t) z(t) = 0, (4.12) 
using Theorem 1, we see that a solution z of (4.12) such that z’(0) = 0 has a 
zero in [0, c], say at F. Lemma 1 when applied to (4.12) gives JiQ*(t) dt > 1 
from which (4.11) follows. 
Remarks 1. The proof of Lemma 4 can be completed by observing that 
A =max{Q*(t),tE [O,c]}. HenceAc>JEQ*(t)dt > 1. 
2. Theorem 2 does not include Lemma 1, since although P(t) < Q+(t), 
we may not have IP( < Q+(t). 
The following similar result does include Lemma 1, but not Lemma 4. 
Instead of using the function P, we use the function Q2 as defined in 
Corollary 4. Define 
Q**(f) = s;;:, {Q&)1. 
It is not hard to see that Q**(t) < Qt (t). The proof of Theorem 3 is similar 
to that of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Assume the same hypotheses of Theorem 2. Then 
I ’ Q**(t) dt > 1. 0 (4.13) 
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